MICHIGAN TRAILS ADVISORY
WORKGROUP (MTAC)
Meeting Minutes
Location: Virtual meeting
Date: April 8, 2021
6-8 p.m.

Welcome – Roll Call
PRESENT FOR THE MICHIGAN TRAILS ADVISORY
COUNCIL:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Bob Wilson, Chairperson
Jason Jones
Michael Maves
Mark Losey
Mary Van Dorp (absent)
James Kelts
Jessi Adler
Jenny Cook (absent)
Kenneth Hopper
Richard Williamson (absent)
Donald Kauppi

PRESENT FOR THE DEPARTMENT OF NATURAL
RESOURCES (DEPARTMENT) STAFF
•

Paul Yauk, Jessica Holley, Annalisa Centofanti, Scott Slavin, Ron Yesney, Chris Knights,
Michael Morrison, Kristen Bennett, Kristen Thrall (USFS), Danielle Zubek, Roger Storm, Ron
Olson, Scott Pratt, Dakota Hewlett, Jeff Kakuk, Paul Gaberdiel, Gary Jones, Thomas Bissett,
Thomas Seablom, Paige Perry, Ron Yesney, Kristin Phillips

Bob Wilson started the meeting with an open statement. Bob welcomed four (4) new members
to the council (Jason Jones, Michael Maves, Mark Losey, and Mary Van Dorp). An important role
to fill this year will be to work with the Department of Natural Resources (DNR), along with
Public Sector Consultants (PSC) to develop a master trail plan. The group has already held
meetings, working towards objectives, goals, and action items, and are now working on
refining those items. We are getting close to a point where MTAC will be formerly adopting a

recommendation from the DNR. Bob expressed a “shout out” to all the groups working on this
program. Also, a thank you to the DNR for working under the COVID-19 circumstances in the
past year.

Meeting minutes
ACTION ITEMS
Bob Wilson made a motion to approve Sept. 23, 2020 meeting minutes. Jim Kelts and Don
Kauppi approved, with all in favor.
Bob Wilson made a motion for the Chair to take April 8, 2021 agenda items out of order. Jason
Jones and Ken Hopper approved, with all in favor.
Bob Wilson asked the committee for additional agenda items, none were received.
Bob Wilson made a motion to approve the April 8, 2021 agenda as is, Jason Jones and Mark
Losey approved, with all in favor.

BUSINESS ITEMS FOR DISCUSSION
TRAIL CHAMPIONS
Bob Wilson introduced a motion to adopt resolution no. 2, to recognize Paul Yauk (DNR) as a
trail champion. Jason Jones and Ken Hopper approved, with all in favor (resolution attached).
Joe Kuchnicki, from the Snowmobile Advisory Workgroup (SAW), introduced a motion to adopt
resolution no. 4 to recognize James Duke, former SAW Chairperson, as a trail champion. Jim
Kelts and Ken Hopper approved, with all in favor (resolution attached).
Bob Wilson recognized the search and rescue efforts for DNR Conservation Officers Danielle
Zubek, Jacob Griffith, and Christopher Knights. On Feb. 20, 2021, the DNR Officers rescued a
snowmobiler lost in the Pontiac Recreation Area. Bob said Conservation Officers are important
and essential. Bob thanked them for their commitment and efforts in keeping us safe on the
trails. Read the full article here: https://www.mlive.com/news/2021/02/michigan-dnr-officersnavigate-maze-of-trails-to-rescue-snowmobiler-from-3745-acre-recreation-area.html
UP TEAM SHOUT OUT/DOTY BRIDGE
Bob Wilson recognized the efforts by DNR staff and partners in the completion of the Doty
Bridge project in Alger County. This bridge is a needed connection that will serve both
motorized and nonmotorized. James Duke commented that he was onsite during the ribbon
cutting and was the first snow groomer to drive across the bridge. James worked with many
DNR staff to see this project all the way through. Paul Yauk (DNR) expressed a special thanks to
Paul Gaberdiel (DNR) for seeing this project from beginning to end.
MICHIGAN NATURAL RESOURCE TRUST FUND (MNRTF) AWARDS
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Paul Yauk, DNR State Trails Coordinator, said the Michigan DNR Parks and Recreation Division
has been fortunate in receiving money towards some trails projects through MNRTF (see
attached list).
LIABILITY AND CERTIFICATION OF TRAILS
Bob Wilson said this resolution will be cancelled (no. 5). There needs to be further discussions
surrounding this topic, and the hopes is to solve without forming a resolution.
TRAIL CONNECTORS
(see attached presentation)
Bob Wilson said he is very familiar with the targeted areas in the region and is supportive of
the idea for connecting trails. Bob said MTAC can assist by drafting a resolution in support of
these ideas and to let the council know if that is desired. Paul Yauk said this trail connection
will link so many areas and it is critical to make these connections. Paul stated there is a need
out there to connect Grand Rapids and Kalamazoo. Bob said this presentation demonstrates
another example of how the citizens help drive our trails.
LAND AND WATER CONSERVATION
(see attached handout from Christie Bayus, DNR)

UPDATES
COVID-19/OPEN MEETINGS ACT
Bob Wilson made a motion to adopt resolution No. 1 (see attached) conforming to the Open
Meetings Act electronic participation. Jason Jones and Don Kauppi approved, with all in favor.
SUB-COMMITTEE UPDATES
ADVISORY WORKGROUPS
Jenny Cook/Equine Trails Subcommittee (ETS)
Jenny Cook was absent from this meeting but provided a written update (see attached). Bob
Wilson stated that Jenny expresses an emphasis on how to properly encounter a horse on a
trail; Stop: Speak: Stand Back. Jessi Adler, MTAC committee member, shared her experience
with horse trails in Texas, saying you have a choice of being on either horse/hiking or
horse/biking trails and that the trails run parallel and are not shared. Jim DuFresne, from the
Nonmotorized Advisory Workgroup (NAW), stated shared trails do not work well with horses
and he will move off a trail if he encounters a horse. Kristie Walls followed up by saying horse
people do not want other trail users to get off or remove themselves from the trails, the
concern is more of a safety issue.
Don Britton/Snowmobile Advisory Workgroup (SAW)
Don Britton started by saying there is approximately $3.5M sitting in snow funds for
replacement of equipment. Don is asking MTAC to work with legislature to purchase new
equipment this year. It can be very expensive if we do not purchase equipment on a regular
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basis. In addition, Don said SAW would like MTAC to work with legislatures to release funds for
the Motorized Automated Grants Given (MAGG) program.
Bob Wilson said there are many funding issues caught up in legislature and the budget. Paul
Yauk said when COVID first started, we did not know what direction we were heading to.
Initially, all funds were frozen. Now that we have a clearer picture, we can look at our priorities
and see what we can work with in releasing money. Paul Yauk recommended Michael
Desnoyer (DNR) to present financials at the next SAW meeting. Ron Olson, DNR Chief of Parks
and Recreation, said legislation did not hold this money back. MAGG is held up with an
executive order from the Governor. Money cannot be spent on nonessential products, and
MAGG did not meet criteria. The money is there, it did not get taken away, it is just a matter of
when we can release it. Ron said, additionally, the Lake Linden restoration project has some of
the fund money applied towards projects. Bob Wilson asked if Kriss Bennett (DNR) can follow
up at the July meeting with an update.
Jason Jones/Nonmotorized Advisory Workgroup (NAW)
Jason provided an update from the NAW Chairperson, Andrea LaFontaine, as follows.
Number one is something that has come up in a few meetings I’ve been in, and I shared these
comments in the MDNR trail plan.
1. A way to communicate Trail Detours/Closings – especially when the construction season
upon us – any input or suggestions on this are welcome. We have been toying with the
idea of routing the detours in Ride with GPS and providing links on our website – but I
feel like there has to be a better answer out there.
2. Also attaching a really interesting report about the “New outdoor Participant” – sheds
some light on the demographics who are new to the outdoor space in the wake of
COVID.
3. MATAG Conference is Aug 15-18 – currently planning both an in-person and virtual
option, website here: Mid-America Trails & Greenways Conference (matag.org)
a. MATAG awards – each state in the MATAG region presents 2 awards, one for a
project and one for a person. John Morrison is head of the MATAG planning
committee, so suggestions should be sent to him for consideration.
Jessi Adler/Off-Road Vehicle Advisory Workgroup (ORVAW)
See attached report.
Formal Receipt of Nonmotorized Funding Workgroup Recommendations
Bob Wilson made a motion to acknowledge the receipt of recommendations from the
Nonmotorized Funding Workgroup, resolution No. 3 (see attached). Jason Jones and Jessi Adler
approved, with all in favor.
STATE TRAIL PLAN UPDATE
Paige Perry (DNR) provided the update for the master trail plan. Paige said DNR, Public Sector
Consultant (PSC), and advisory workgroup teams have been working through goals and
objectives. They now have a long list of action items. Paige said they just completed a review
session with the advisory boards and the comments are in an evaluation phase. Paige said
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they are hoping to present a recommendation at the MTAC July meeting. Bob Wilson said to
plan for another set of revisions based on comments from the break-out review session.
Dakota Hewlett (DNR) added if you have any additional comments or feedback, they will be
welcomed through April 19. Bob Wilson expressed a “shout out” for the commitment by the
department and PSC for their efforts and work. Bob said an effective trail plan like this needs
to involve the public, as it has. Paul Yauk conveyed that this is an important document to move
forward with and we have tried to be very transparent.
KRISTEN THRALL/UNITED STATES FORESTRY SERVICE (USFS)
Kristen Thrall stated that the Huron-Manistee National Forest is going through a process to
open some, not all, roads to all vehicle classes. They hope to have maps available later this
summer. Contact Kristen if you have questions. Also, on the North Country Trail (NCT) and Iron
Bell Trail (IBT) two bridges will be replaced, funded through the Great American Outdoors Act
(GAOA). Tank Creek and Michigan Creek in Newaygo County are the bridges that will be
replaced.

PUBLIC COMMENT
1. Thomas Dowd – Thunder Bay Trails Association (see attached)
2. Dr. Megan Nagy – ORV Trail Mapping (see attached)
3. Robert C. Allen – Allegan State Game Area (see attached)

CLOSING/ROUND ROBIN
Jason Jones final comment is that the department needs to get on top of ebike legislation with
regard to their use on natural surface trails. There are too many inconsistencies. Jason would
like to work with the department on formulating an approach to develop some sort of
strategy.
Jessi Adler wanted to add one more “shout out” to Paul Yauk on his upcoming retirement and
his work with the DNR over the past 44 years.
Bob Wilson motioned to adjourn the meeting at 8:01 p.m. approved by Jessi Adler and Jim
Kelts, with all in favor.
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MTAC Resolution 2021-1
The Michigan Trails Advisory Council resolves to adopt the
Michigan Department of Natural Resources POLICY AND PROCEDURE
17.01-07 – Open Meetings Act Electronic Participation (Issued: 11/05/2020)
Issue/Purpose:
Public Act 228 of 2020 allows for the governing boards of a “public body” to hold meetings
electronically, provided the public body establishes procedures for the electronic meetings. The act
stipulates that through the year 2020 members of boards can attend remotely for any circumstance.
Starting on January 1, 2021, the act establishes specific limitations on attending remotely: local or
statewide state of emergency, declaration of disaster, medical condition, and military duty. Except for
military duty, the provisions of attending remotely sunset on December 31, 2021.
Definitions:
Department Administrative Staff – The staff member from the Department of Natural Resources
specifically assigned to assist the public body with coordinating and scheduling their meetings.
Members - Members include any member appointed to a board, commission, council, or other public
body that is part of the Department of Natural Resources.
OMA – Open Meetings Act.
Public Body – Public Body shall include any board, commission, council, and other public body as defined
by the Open Meetings Act that is part of the Department of Natural Resources.
Policy:
The Department of Natural Resources (department) desires to have full attendance and participation by
all members of the department’s public bodies. Subject to the requirements of the OMA, the
department must adopt procedures to accommodate the absence of any member of the public body for
any reason permitted by the OMA. This policy and procedure shall only apply to meetings that are
required to be open to the public pursuant to the OMA.
General Information:
Participation and interaction with fellow members of the public body is important and all members
should strive to attend meetings in person if permitted. However, the OMA does permit members to
participate electronically in limited circumstances. This policy and procedure is intended to allow for
electronic participation under the following circumstances:
• Until December 31, 2020 (and retroactive to March 18, 2020): Members of the public body may have
an electronic meeting for any reason. A physical place is not required for an electronic meeting.
Members of the public body and public participants who participate electronically in a meeting are
considered present and in attendance at the meeting for all purposes. All members of the public body
and public participants may attend electronically.
17.01-07 – Open Meetings Act Electronic Participation
• From January 1, 2021 to December 31, 2021: Members of a public body may attend
and participate in a public meeting electronically for any of the following reasons:
1. Military duty.
2. A medical condition (a medical condition means an illness, injury, disability, or other health-related
condition), or
3. A statewide or local state of emergency or state of disaster declared pursuant to law or charter by the
governor or a local official or local governing body that would risk the personal health or safety of
members of the public or the members of the public body if the meeting were held in person. For
permitting an electronic meeting due to a local state of emergency or state of disaster, this subdivision
applies only as follows:

i. To permit the electronic attendance of a member of the public body who resides in the affected area.
ii. To permit the electronic meeting of a public body that usually holds its meeting in the affected area.
• After December 31, 2021: The public body may only allow electronic attendance by a member to
accommodate that member’s absence due to military duty. Only those members absent due to military
duty may participate electronically.
Procedures for Electronic Participation by Members:
1. Notice of Absence: If a member cannot be physically present at the main location for a meeting, but
can participate electronically, the member must provide the public body chair and department
administrative staff reasonable notice (ideally at least 48 hours) so that the public body may post notice
of the electronic meeting 18 hours in advance of the scheduled meeting. The notice shall include how to
contact that member who is participating electronically in sufficient time before a meeting of the public
body to provide input on any business that will come before the public body.
2. Two-Way Communication Required: If the public body holds an electronic meeting or a meeting in
which one or more members participate electronically, the meeting must be held in a manner that
permits two-way communication so that members of the public body can hear and be heard by other
members of the public body, and so that public participants can hear members of the public body and
can be heard by members of the public body and other participants during a public comment period.
The public body may use technology to facilitate typed public comments during the meeting submitted
by members of the public participating in the meeting that may be read to or shared with members of
the members of the public body and other participants to satisfy the requirements:
a. That member of the public be heard by others during the electronic meeting, and
b. That members of the public be permitted to address the electronic meeting.
3. Receipt of Information by Virtual Participant: A member who participates in a meeting electronically
must have access to technology that allows the members to receive the board packet or other
documents before the meeting. If material is handed out at the meeting, the public body must send a
copy to a member participating electronically, if feasible, or reasonably describe or summarize the
contents of the document.
4. Notice on Website: If a member is participating in a meeting electronically, as permitted by this
procedure and the OMA, the public body must provide notice to the public that the member(s) will be
attending electrically. The notice must be posted at least 18 hours in advance of the meeting on the
departments website or on a separate webpage dedicated to
17.01-07 – Open Meetings Act Electronic Participation
public notices for non-regularly scheduled or electronic public meetings that is accessible through a
prominent and conspicuous link on the website’s homepage that clearly describes the purpose for public
notification of non-regularly scheduled or electronic public meeting. The notice must include the
following:
a. Why the public body is meeting electronically.
b. How members of the public may participate in the meeting electronically. If a telephone number,
internet address, or both are needed to participate, that information must be provided specifically.
c. How members of the public may contact members of the public body to provide input or ask
questions on any business that will come before the public body at the meeting.
d. How persons with disabilities may participate in the meeting.
5. Agenda on Website: Because the department directly or indirectly maintains an official internet
presence that includes monthly or more frequent updates of public meeting agendas or minutes, the
public body shall, on a portion of the website that is fully accessible to the public, make the agenda
available to the public at least 2 hours before the electronic meeting begins. This publication of the
agenda does not prohibit subsequent amendment of the agenda at the meeting.

6. Vote; Quorum: Members who are participating in a meeting electronically are counted when
determining whether a quorum is present and have full discussion and voting rights.
7. Public Announcements: At each meeting, there shall be a public announcement as follows:
a. For each member attending the meeting electronically, a public announcement at the outset of the
meeting shall be made and included in the meeting minutes, that the member is in fact attending the
meeting electronically. This announcement does not require the public body to reveal the reason for
electronic attendance.
b. If the member is attending the meeting electronically for a purpose other than for military duty, the
member’s announcement must further identify specifically the member’s physical location by stating
the county, city, township, or village and state from which he or she is attending the meeting
electronically.
8. Minutes: For each member attending the meeting electronically, the public announcement
mentioned above must be included in the meeting minutes identifying the members that are in fact
attending the meeting electronically.
9. Rules of Electronic Participation by the Public:
a. Public Comment. Until December 31, 2020, members of the public may attend and participate
electronically in electronic meetings. On and after January 1, 2021, or at any in-person meetings held
until December 31, 2021, members of the public may only participate electronically to the extent
permitted by the OMA.
b. Conditions to Public Comment. The public body shall not, as a condition of participating in an
electronic meeting, require a person to register or otherwise provide his or her name or other
information or otherwise to fulfill a condition precedent to attendance, other than mechanisms
established and required by the public body necessary to permit the person to participate in a public
comment period of the meeting.
c. Reasonable Rules. The public body’s rules for public comment, including time limits, shall apply to
electronic public comment periods.
17.01-07 – Open Meetings Act Electronic Participation
Administering Division:
Legislative and Legal Affairs Office
Related References:
Public Act No. 228 of 2020
17.01-07 – Open Meetings Act Electronic Participation is hereby approved.
Daniel Eichinger, Director
November 5, 2020
Effective Date

Michigan Trails an Advisory Council resolution 2021-2
Trail Champion - Paul Yauk
The Michigan Trails an Advisory Council would like to specifically recognize Paul Yauk from the Michigan
Department of Natural Resources for all of his significant contributions, years of service, dedication and
passion in building partnerships with local communities and elected officials and key trail groups and
significantly improving Michigan’s vast nation’s leading trail system.
The Michigan Trails advisory Council would like to acknowledge that Paul Yauk is a true trail champion in
the highest sense of the word. His ability to work with individuals and groups for a common goal is
gratefully recognized as well as his many years of service to the people of the state of Michigan. Paul
has truly built a wonderful trail culture and trail team within the Michigan Department of Natural
Resources. We wish Paul continued good health and continued use of Michigan’s trail system and leave
him with our highest sense of acclaim and gratitude for a job well done!

Michigan Trails Advisory Council resolution 2021-3
The Michigan Trails Advisory Council gratefully acknowledges receipt of the report from the nonmotorized funding Advisory workgroup which contains a number of significant recommendations to
help provide funding for non-motorized trails in Michigan. The council wishes to thank all the various
members of the work group and particularly for the efforts of their chairperson, Kenneth Hopper.
Despite difficult Covid pandemic conditions, the work group diligently pursued their mission of providing
recommendations to help with new methods of funding the management of non motorized trails in
Michigan. The council wishes to acknowledge the important work that we can all do together as as
members of the broader trail community to help continue to make Michigan the nation’s Leader in Trail
mileage and trail Policy in advancing new ideas and new concepts that engage the support of all trail
users in Michigan as a collective force.

Michigan Trails Advisory Council Resolution 2021-4
JIM DUKE
Trail Champion
Jim began snowmobiling in the early 1980s and immediately became an avid supporter.
Here is a brief summary of his accomplishments.
Founding member of a riding club called Snomads which is still active today. Joined MSA in 1984
ultimately serving as President. He chaired many committees while contributing to Membership,
Legislation, By-Laws, and Public relation activities and more. Instrumental in helmet law and tougher
drinking laws. Became President of the American Council of Snowmobile Associations in 2004. Traveled
to Washington DC for 21 years to advocate snowmobiling. Served on every version of SAW committee
from inception and as Chairman in 2020. Served on MTAC committee appointed by Governor Granholm
for over a decade. Inducted into the International Snowmobile Hall of Fame in Eagle River, WI. Has
written numerous articles for the Michigan Snowmobiler publication.
Here is a little more history on Jim outside of snowmobiling:
US NAVY Senior Chief Sonarman E-8 SCPO SS USN Retired. Served on 6 Submarines from1956 to 1973
including the Nuclear-powered Sam Houston. Sonar instructor at Key West from 1962 to 1968. Police
officer in Connecticut and Michigan. General Motors Security 20+ years. Married for 51 years when
Connie passed in 2012.

Michigan Trails a Advisory Council resolution 2021-5
The Michigan Trails a Advisory Council recognizes the need to address increasing problems with liability
exposure on Michigan’s trails. Although Michigan state law provides for significant liability protection for
those who operate and maintain recreational Trails, there are increasing concerns over governmental
liability along with pressing insurance issues that must be addressed in order for trails to be safely
operated and maintained. The Michigan Trails advisory Council hereby authorizes the creation of a work
group in order to study these issues of liability and insurance on our trails. The work group shall report
back to the full Council not later than December 31, 2021 with its findings and recommendations to help
address the issue of liability and insurance on our trails.

LAND AND WATER CONSERVATION FUND (LWCF) GRANT PROGRAM
WHAT IS THE LWCF
The Land and Water Conservation Fund (LWCF) is a federal program administered in Michigan by the
Department of Natural Resources (DNR) on behalf of the National Park Service (NPS). In Michigan, the
DNR uses funding from the LWCF program to develop public outdoor recreation facilities and to provide
matching grants to local governments for the development of public outdoor recreation areas and
facilities. The program is intended to create and maintain a nationwide legacy of high-quality recreation
areas and facilities and to stimulate non-federal investments in the protection and maintenance of
recreation resources across the United States. At this time, the focus of the program will be on meeting
the priorities of Michigan’s 2018-2022 State Comprehensive Outdoor Recreation Plan (SCORP),
specifically community recreation, green technology, coordination and communication, and universal
access.
HISTORY OF THE LWCF
The LWCF State Assistance Program was established by the LWCF Act of 1965 and enacted to stimulate a
nationwide action program to assist in preserving, developing, and assuring to all citizens of the United
States of present and future generations that outdoor recreation resources will be available in
perpetuity.
Since the origin of the program in 1965, over $4.8 billion has been apportioned to the 50 States, the
District of Columbia, American Samoa, Guam, Northern Mariana Islands, Puerto Rico and the Virgin
Islands for planning, acquisition, and development of outdoor recreation resources in the United States.
More than 44,000 projects have been approved to assist State and local efforts to acquire land and
develop facilities for public outdoor recreation purposes. The federal investment has been matched by
State and local contributions for a total LWCF grant investment of over $9.6 billion. A LWCF-assisted
park is located in over 98 percent of counties in the United States.
The income for the LWCF is provided largely from Outer Continental Shelf mineral receipts. In 2020, the
Great American Outdoors Act (GAOA) made annual appropriations for the LWCF mandatory. This
amount is supplemented by an also guaranteed amount set aside each year in a special Treasury
account from other qualified offshore revenues pursuant to the Gulf of Mexico Energy Security Act
(GOMESA).
ELIGIBILITY
The following entities are eligible to submit a LWCF grant application:
• State agencies and local units of government, including cities, villages, townships, and counties, or any
combination thereof in which an authority is legally established to provide public recreation, such as:
• Regional recreation authorities formed under the Recreational Authorities Act, 2000 PA 321, and
trailway commissions formed under Part 721, Michigan Trailways Act, 1994 PA 451, as amended. If the
authority was formed under different legislation, contact Grants Management.
• Federally recognized Native American Tribes.

DEADLINES
Applications must be submitted in MiRecGrants no later than April 1 each year. To be eligible to apply
for a recreation grant, the 5-year recreation plan must be submitted on or before February 1 of the
application year.
APPLICATION PROCESS

1.
2.
3.
4.

Submittal of a grant application in MiRecGrants
Evaluation by DNR staff
Recommendation by the DNR to the NPS
Final approval of project by the NPS

MINIMUM AND MAXIMUM GRANT AMOUNTS
Minimum Grant Request: $30,000 ($60,000 minimum total project cost)
Maximum Grant Request: $500,000 ($1,000,000 maximum total project cost)
ELIGIBLE COSTS
All grants are paid as reimbursement for actual expenses (i.e. the community pays for the work and is
then reimbursed at 50 percent of the cost up to the grant amount). Only those costs directly associated
with the construction of the project will be reimbursed, including engineering costs and the costs
associated with obtaining permits. Maintenance costs and cost overruns are not eligible for assistance.
LOCAL MATCH REQUIREMENTS
The local community must provide a portion of the total project cost; this is the local match. The LWCF
program requires a 50 percent (fixed) match. The local match for costs can be met by cash outlay and
credit for certain locally assumed costs directly related to the construction of the proposed project,
including charges for local government-owned equipment and labor performed by the applicant’s
employees. Donations of goods and services may be used as all or a part of the local share if the
applicant specifies the nature and can document actual value of the items or services.
CONTACT INFORMATION:
Christie Bayus, Program Manager

bayusc@michigan.gov

Merrie Carlock, U.P. Grant Coordinator carlockm@michigan.gov
Michelle Ballard, Payment Officer

ballardm3@michigan.gov

Benzie Manistee Snowbirds
Recreational Trail Vision

Michigan Counties
Manistee County, Benzie County, Leelanau County
Snowbirds maintain 160 miles trails in 3 Northern Michigan counties with a
crossroads of trails in Thompsonville in Benzie County
Snowbirds are a 501c3 and part of Northwest Michigan Snowmobile Council,
Michigan Snowmobile and Off Road Vehicle Association (MISORVA)
Snowbirds partner with Betsie Valley Trail and Friends of Betsie Valley Trail
groups on trail maintenance in Benzie County

Snowbirds trail map
North end is Maple City, MI
West Side, Lake Michigan
West North, Frankfort, Elberta
West South, Manistee
East North Interlochen
East South Cadillac
South end is Wellston, MI

Snowbird Trail Objective
1. Connect Interlochen State Park, 1st State Park in lower Michigan to Orchard
Beach State Park , 2nd State Park in lower Michigan with a Hike, Bike and
Snowmobile trail. Much of system is currently DNR owned
2. Connect the White Pine Trail from Cadillac to Betsie Valley trail in
Thompsonville to connect the White Pine to Lake Michigan with a Hike, Bike and
Snowmobile trail. Much of this system is currently DNR owned
3. The common denominator in all of this is the Snowmobile trail #3 that had been
maintained by the Snowbirds for the last 50+ years, this oppertunity will connect
over 20 rural communities to add economic value and additional recreational
opportunities in our state

THANK YOU FOR THE OPPORTUNITY
We have a lofty vision, we support both motorized and non
motorized recreational activities. Our main purpose is low impact
recreation that snowmobiling offers the local families and tourism
with the economic impact that is much needed in our rural
communities in the winter. We have the majority of trail system
currently in place. We value the non motorized partnership’s we
have and recognize the value that a summer and winter trail
system in these rural areas would add.

2021 Applications

Land and Water Conservation Fund
Michigan Natural Resources Trust Fund

Parks and Recreation Division

Michigan Natural Resources Trust Fund

Pinckney and Waterloo Recreation Areas
Land Consolidation Acquisitions

TF #21-0122

Acquisition Grant Application requesting $3,750,000

Project Location

Washtenaw County
Jackson County
Livingston County

• Threatened by development,
• 559 acres in highly fragmented SE Michigan
• Opportunity to reroute equestrian trail from road
• Hunting, fishing, trapping, wildlife viewing opportunities with lake and creek access
• Partnering with conservation and county agencies

Michigan Natural Resources Trust Fund
Development Applications

$ 300,000

Pinckney Recreation Area – Potowatomi Trail Renovation

$ 300,000

Fort Custer Recreation Area – Kalamazoo River Valley Trail Development

$ 300,000

W.G. Milliken State Park – Accessible Berm Development

$ 250,000

Belle Isle Park – Garden Accessibility Improvements

$ 120,000

Yankee Springs Recreation Area – Gun Lake Fishing Pier Replacement

$ 300,000

Lime Island Recreation Area – Renewable Energy Development

$ 300,000

Mitchell State Park – Day Use Toilet/Shelter Building Replacement

$ 300,000

Wells State Park Stone Building Multipurpose Development

$ 300,000

Menominee River Recreation Area - Bridge and Trail Development

$ 300,000

Houghton Douglass Falls Scenic Site Development

$ 300,000

Saginaw Riverfront Park – Phase 3 Development

$ 50,000

Baraga State Park – Playground Development

$ 50,000

Yankee Springs Recreation Area – Beach Wall Reconstruction

$ 50,000

Fort Wilkins Historic State Park – Stockade Fence Replacement

$ 50,000

Harrisville State Park – Footbridge Replacement

Pinckney Recreation Area
Potowatomi Trail Renovation

TF #21-0042

Development Grant Application requesting $300,000

Project Location

Washtenaw County

Before

After

• Addressing erosion by adding rock erosion control structures and boardwalk
• Enhancements for mountain bikers

Fort Custer Recreation Area

Kalamazoo River Valley Trail Development
TF #21-0044

Development Grant Application requesting $300,000

Kalamazoo County

• Development of paved regional non-motorized trail through the park
• Will connect the City of Augusta with the Kal-Haven Trail and the Battle Creek
trail system
• Part of Iron Belle Trail and Route 1 of the Great Lake to Lake Trail

W.G. Milliken State Park

Berm Accessibility Development
TF #21-0046

Development Grant Application requesting $300,000

Wayne County

• Development of paved pathway to the top of the berm at the park for scenic
viewing and fitness
• Will address erosion issues through heavy landscaping and paved pathways

Belle Isle Park

Garden Accessibility Improvements
TF #21-0048

Development Grant Application requesting $250,000

Wayne County

• Ramp and accessible route development between the Anna Scripps
Whitcomb Conservatory garden and the new Ouldoulf Garden
• Will eliminate the need for temporary ramp installation during events
• Will improve accessibility for this area of the park

Yankee Springs Recreation Area
Gun Lake Fishing Pier Replacement

TF #21-0054

Development Grant Application requesting $120,000

Calhoun County

• Replacement of Gunn Lake fishing pier

Lime Island Recreation Area
Renewable Energy Development

TF #21-0047

Development Grant Application requesting $300,000

Chippewa County

• Replacement of existing solar shingles for 4 cabins
• May also increase solar capacity at the island for water and sewer pumps

Menominee River Recreation Area
Accessible Trail Development

TF #21-0086

Development Grant Application requesting $300,000

Dickinson County

• Piers (areas of rapids) are popular for scenic viewing and white water rafting
• Replace bridges and construct boardwalks to provide access for emergency
vehicles
• Improve accessibility for persons with disabilities along 0.75 mile long trail

Mitchell State Park

Toilet/Shelter Building Replacement
TF #21-0082

Development Grant Application requesting $300,000

Wexford County

• Existing building has reached its useful life
• Will replace existing Toilet/Shelter building at day use swimming beach
• Will improve accessibility and quality of day use recreation

Wells State Park

Stone Building Multipurpose Development
TF #21-0093

Development Grant Application requesting $300,000

Menominee County

• Restoration and repurposing of historic Civilian Conservation Corps building
• Will be used as a multi-purpose building for nature programs, overnight lodging
and special events

Houghton Douglass Falls Scenic Site
Park Development

TF #21-0050

Development Grant Application requesting $300,000

Houghton County

• Recently acquired undeveloped property
• Parking Lot, vault toilet, accessible pathways, scenic overlook to view falls

Saginaw Riverfront Park
Phase 3 Development

TF #21-0076

Development Grant Application requesting $300,000

Saginaw County

Scenic Overlook
• Development of compacted limestone trails and observation decks to view
wetlands and wildlife

Michigan Natural Resources Trust Fund
Small Development Projects

Baraga State Park

Youth Discovery Area Development
TF #21-0081

Development Grant Application requesting $50,000

Baraga County

• Construction of a universally accessible discovery area for health, wellness and education
• Leverages local funding efforts
• Supported by community with planned non-motorized trail connection

Yankee Springs Recreation Area
Wall Replacement

TF #21-0096

Development Grant Application requesting $50,000

Calhoun County

• Replacement of stone wall in front of recently renovated beach building
• Connecting pathways and mobi-mat will improve beach accessibility

Fort Wilkins Historic State Park
Stockade Fence Replacement

TF #21-0097

Development Grant Application requesting $50,000
The picture can't be displayed.

Keweenaw County

• Continuation and completion of historic fort perimeter stockade fence replacement
• Separates recreational uses between historic fort and campground
• Protects cultural resources and enhances camper experience

Harrisville State Park
Footbridge Replacement

TF #21-0065

Development Grant Application requesting $50,000

Alcona County

• Replacement of footbridge between day use area and campground
• Existing bridge abutments are failing and decking is uneven

Land and Water Conservation Fund
Development Projects

$

900,000

Indian Lake State Park – Toilet/Shower Building Replacement

$ 1,500,000

PJ Hoffmaster State Park – Road Reconstruction

$

750,000

Maybury State Park – Road and Parking Reconstruction

$

500,000

Belle Isle Park – Iron Belle Trail Development Phase 3

$

800,000

Bergland to Sidnaw Trail – Agate Falls Bridge Renovation

Indian Lake State Park

Toilet/Shower Building Replacement
LW #21-0015

Development Grant Application requesting $900,000

Schoolcraft County

• Replacement of 2 toilet/shower buildings with one in the modern campground

P.J. Hoffmaster State Park
Road Reconstruction

LW #21-0039

Development Grant Application requesting $500,000

Muskegon County

• Replacement of failing roads within the park including campground and entrance
roads

Maybury State Park
Road Reconstruction

LW #21-0043

Development Grant Application requesting $1,250,000

Wayne County

• Replacement of failing roads within the park

Belle Isle Park

Iron Belle Trail Loop Development
LW #21-0042

Development Grant Application requesting $500,000

Wayne County

• Paved 3.5 mile long multi-use trail between MacArthur
Bridge and trailhead
• Part of a 6-mile long trail loop circumnavigating the island
• Will provide safe pedestrian and bike connections to
island attractions

Bergland to Sidnaw Trail
Bridge Renovation

LW #21-0013

Development Grant Application requesting $800,000

Ontonagon County

• Renovation of former railroad bridge over the Middle Branch – Ontonagon River
• Multi-use trail with snowmobile, ORV, hiking and biking
• Will include observation bumpout for Agate Falls viewing
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BACKGROUND
AND OBJECTIVES
Amidst the COVID-19 pandemic restrictions, more
Americans have turned to the outdoors, some for the first
time and others for the first time in many years. These
new outdoor participants represent an unprecedented
opportunity to grow and diversify the outdoor community.
But to capitalize on this opportunity, we need to better
understand these participants.
To that end and in response to its members’
requests, Outdoor Industry Association
commissioned a one-time special report from
research partner NAXION to answer four
timely questions:

1

	
Who are these new outdoor participants
demographically, psychologically, and behaviorally?

2

What were the barriers that kept them from
engaging in the outdoors prior to the pandemic, and
why are they choosing outdoor activities now?

3

As COVID-19 restrictions lift, how likely are
	
these new participants to continue to engage in
the outdoors?

4

And what can we do to increase retention?

3

EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
KEY FINDINGS

How people spend their free time
during the pandemic is largely
motivated by what is available to
do close to home and alone or with
others in their household.

Screen time has historically been a
barrier to spending time outside, but
the pandemic has created screen
fatigue which can be leveraged to get
more people outdoors.

Those who participated in an outdoor
activity for the first time alone did so close
to home and chose an activity with a low
barrier to entry (e.g., walking, running,
biking, hiking, etc.).

Although new participants report more
screen time (TV and online) since the onset
of the pandemic — presumably
to replace things they did
before COVID like going out to
restaurants, bars or events —
they also hope to reduce their
screen time once restrictions lift.

Vacations were also an entry
point (e.g., trying kayaking while
on a fishing trip).

The pandemic has created feelings
of loss, fear, and loneliness among
many.
Some participants reported being
inspired to re-evaluate their priorities
and focus on what is important. Outdoor
activities are a cost-effective
antidote that can serve
as the social fabric that
brings kids, families and
communities together safely,
and can be a powerful part
of making long-term positive
life changes.

More than 60 percent
of those who started or
resumed walking, bicycling,
fishing, or running/jogging
intend to continue once
restrictions lift.
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THE PANDEMIC HAS ATTRACTED MORE DIVERSE OUTDOOR PARTICIPANTS, AND THERE IS AN OPPORTUNITY
TO INCREASE THE DIVERSITY OF THE OUTDOOR PARTICIPANT BASE LONG TERM. COMPARED TO THOSE WHO
PARTICIPATED IN OUTDOOR ACTIVITIES IN 2019, NEW PARTICIPANTS ARE:

MORE LIKELY
TO BE FEMALE
58% vs. 49%

YOUNGER
average age
is 45 vs. 54

The top reasons for starting an outdoor
activity during the pandemic include
getting exercise, staying healthy, and
getting out of the house. Walking is
the most commonly reported new outdoor
activity. One-quarter of new participants
report that they picked up running/jogging
and/or bicycling. Birdwatching and fishing
form a third tier of new or resumed activities.

SLIGHTLY MORE
ETHNICALLY
DIVERSE
66% white vs. 71%

MORE LIKELY
TO LIVE IN
URBAN AREAS
36% vs. 29%

ABOUT ONE-QUARTER OF
NEW PARTICIPANTS SAY THEY
DON’T WANT TO CONTINUE
THEIR OUTDOOR ACTIVITIES.
Among the few that aren’t likely to
continue their new outdoor activities, the
top barriers include travel, resuming other
activities, and family demands.

IN A SLIGHTLY
LOWER INCOME
BRACKET
41% with income
of $100K+ vs. 46%

A lack of information about
where to go, how to participate,
and whom to participate with
can be a barrier to trying new
outdoor activities. Providing this
kind of information could keep
new participants engaged and
attract others.
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WHAT CAN WE DO TO IMPROVE RETENTION OF NEW PARTICIPANTS?

1

2

3

4

5

 reate more outdoor recreation
C
opportunities close to home.

Help new
participants make
their activities
more social as
restrictions lift.

Develop programs
and services with
the specific goal
of diversifying the
participant base.

Develop strategies
for encouraging
people to start
small (e.g., walking,
running, hiking,
birdwatching).

Position outdoor recreation as…

∙	Parks and open areas near where
people live are a crucial part
of growing participation. The
pandemic has shown that there is a
demand for close-to-home outdoor
recreation opportunities (e.g.,
snowboard/skate/bike/paddle parks
and nature centers).

∙ An antidote to the mental health
consequences of the pandemic.
∙ A way to get out from behind
the screens that have dominated
pandemic life.
∙ A method to maintain the focus
on what is important in life.
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DETAILED
FINDINGS

8

HOW MUCH DO NEW PARTICIPANTS VALUE
THE FOLLOWING OUTDOOR AND NONOUTDOOR ACTIVITIES DURING COVID?

9

HOW HAS PARTICIPATION IN NON-OUTDOOR
ACTIVITIES INCREASED OR DECREASED
DURING COVID?

10

WHAT ACTIVITIES DID NEW OUTDOOR
PARTICIPANTS PICK UP DURING COVID?

11

WHAT NON-OUTDOOR ACTIVITIES WERE
PARTICIPANTS DOING BEFORE COVID (2019)?

12

WHY DID NEW PARTICIPANTS START OR RESUME
OUTDOOR ACTIVITIES DURING COVID?

13

HOW DID NEW OUTDOOR PARTICIPANTS
LEARN ABOUT ACTIVITIES DURING COVID?

14

HOW LIKELY ARE NEW PARTICIPANTS TO
CONTINUE THEIR OUTDOOR ACTIVITIES AFTER
THE PANDEMIC?

15

WHICH ACTIVITIES HAVE NEW PARTICIPANTS
STOPPED DURING THE PANDEMIC AND WHICH
WILL THEY RESUME WHEN RESTRICTIONS LIFT?

HOW MUCH DO NEW
PARTICIPANTS VALUE THE
FOLLOWING OUTDOOR AND
NON-OUTDOOR ACTIVITIES
DURING COVID?

NON-OUTDOOR
ACTIVITIES

KEY TAKEAWAY:
Spending time with family and friends is,
by far, the most important and enjoyable
non-outdoor activity among new participants.

IMPORTANT
ENJOYABLE

OPPORTUNITY:
Positioning the outdoors as a safe and accessible
way to spend time with friends and family could
help retain new participants.

OUTDOOR
ACTIVITIES

IMPORTANT
ENJOYABLE

HANGING OUT WITH FAMILY OR FRIENDS

62%
67%

WALKING DURING FREE/LEISURE TIME

44%
45%

READING

49%
61%

RUNNING/JOGGING OUTSIDE

43%
53%

WATCHING TV

46%
49%

CAMPING

42%
43%

ONLINE FITNESS CLASSES

44%
45%

BACKPACKING

42%
37%

GOING TO THE GYM, FITNESS CLUB, ETC.

43%
51%

WILDLIFE VIEWING

41%
41%

FITNESS ACTIVITIES AT HOME

42%
43%

BICYCLING OUTSIDE

40%
41%

PLAYING TEAM SPORTS

40%
44%

FISHING (OF ANY KIND)

39%
32%

GOING TO RESTAURANTS/BARS

39%
43%

HUNTING (OF ANY KIND)

38%
37%

SPENDING TIME ONLINE

38%
41%

BIRDWATCHING

37%
39%

IN-PERSON FITNESS CLASSES

37%
47%

CLIMBING OUTSIDE

28%
26%

GOING TO THE MOVIES OR THEATRE

25%
34%

STAND UP PADDLING

27%
42%

CANOEING/KAYAKING/RAFTING

23%
40%
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HOW HAS PARTICIPATION
IN NON-OUTDOOR
ACTIVITIES INCREASED
OR DECREASED DURING
COVID?

KEY TAKEAWAY:
New participants report that they are watching
TV more often and spending more time online
since the onset of the pandemic than before.

OPPORTUNITY:
Screen time has historically been a barrier to
spending time outside, but the pandemic has created
screen fatigue which can be leveraged to get more
people outdoors.

PERCENT REPORTING CHANGE IN FREQUENCY
SINCE THE START OF THE PANDEMIC (MARCH 2020)

LESS OFTEN

SAME

4%

1%

MORE OFTEN

4%

10%
35%
52%

WATCHING
TV

47%

55%

HANGING OUT
WITH FAMILY
OR FRIENDS

33%

46%
READING

SPENDING
TIME ONLINE

51%

64%

THE PERCENTAGE OF NEW PARTICIPANTS SAY
THEY'LL RETURN TO THEIR PRE-PANDEMIC
FREQUENCY OF THE FOLLOWING ACTIVITIES

55%

49%

SPENDING
TIME ONLINE

WATCHING
TV

IN THEIR OWN WORDS:
PRE VS. POST PANDEMIC
PARTICIPATION FREQUENCY

I spend more time online
since the pandemic started.
While I am still getting
outside, I do so alone now.
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WHAT ACTIVITIES DID NEW
OUTDOOR PARTICIPANTS
PICK UP DURING COVID?

KEY TAKEAWAY:
Those who participated in an outdoor
activity for the first time alone did so close
to home and chose an activity with a low
barrier to entry (e.g., walking, running,
biking, hiking, etc.).

OPPORTUNITY:
How people spend their free time during the
pandemic is largely motivated by what is available
to do close to home and alone or with others in
their household. The pandemic has shown that
there is a demand for close-to-home outdoor
recreation opportunities.

PERCENT OF NEW PARTICIPANTS REPORTING THAT THEY STARTED OR
RESUMED THE FOLLOWING ACTIVITIES SINCE THE ONSET OF THE PANDEMIC
WALKING DURING FREE/
LEISURE TIME
58%

RUNNING/JOGGING OUTSIDE
28%
BICYCLING OUTSIDE
26%
BIRDWATCHING
16%
FISHING
15%

STAND UP PADDLING

SURFING

9%

5%

BACKPACKING

SNOWSHOEING

8%

4%

CANOEING/KAYAKING/RAFTING

BOARDSAILING/WINDSURFING

7%

4%

CLIMBING OUTSIDE

TRIATHLON (OF ANY KIND)

7%

4%

SKATEBOARDING

SAILING

6%

3%

HUNTING
WILDLIFE VIEWING
12%
CAMPING

5%
SKIING (OF ANY KIND)
5%

10%
SCUBA DIVING
5%

IN THEIR OWN WORDS:
PRE VS. POST PANDEMIC
PARTICIPATION FREQUENCY

I’ve started hiking and walking in local parks
to get out of the house. I spend too much time
inside because of the pandemic and I need
the physical activity.
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WHAT NON-OUTDOOR
ACTIVITIES WERE
PARTICIPANTS DOING
BEFORE COVID
(2019)?

KEY TAKEAWAY:
Prior to the pandemic, new participants
were most likely to go out to restaurants,
bars, movies, or the theatre and hang out
with friends.

OPPORTUNITY:
As pandemic restrictions lift, helping new
participants make their outdoor activities
more social could help retain higher levels
of participation.

PERCENT OF NEW PARTICIPANTS REPORTING THAT THEY DID THESE ACTIVITIES BEFORE THE PANDEMIC
GOING TO RESTAURANTS/BARS

SPENDING TIME ONLINE

FITNESS ACTIVITIES AT HOME

58%

42%

27%

GOING TO THE MOVIES OR THEATRE

GOING TO THE GYM, FITNESS CLUB, ETC.

PLAYING TEAM SPORTS

52%

38%

22%

HANGING OUT WITH FAMILY/FRIENDS

READING

ONLINE FITNESS CLASSES

51%

36%

17%

WATCHING TV

IN-PERSON FITNESS CLASSES

42%

28%

IN THEIR OWN WORDS:
HOW HAS THE PANDEMIC
AFFECTED YOUR LEISURE/
FREE TIME?

All I have is leisure time
because I don’t go anywhere.
I feel very isolated and lonely.
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WHY DID NEW
PARTICIPANTS START
OR RESUME OUTDOOR
ACTIVITIES DURING
COVID?

KEY TAKEAWAY:
Getting exercise, staying healthy, and getting
out of the house are the top reasons new
participants took up outdoor activities. About
40 percent took up new outdoor activities to
spend time with others.

OPPORTUNITY:
Promoting outdoor activities as safe and
fun ways to spend time with friends and
family could lead to stronger retention
among new participants.

GET SOME EXERCISE

FOR SOMETHING FUN TO DO

SPEND TIME WITH FAMILY

62%

53%

44%

STAY HEALTHY

SPEND TIME OUTSIDE/CONNECT
WITH NATURE

SPEND TIME WITH FRIENDS

62%
GET OUT OF THE HOUSE
62%
GET OR MAINTAIN FITNESS

51%

36%

MANAGE STRESS

I HAVE MONEY TO SPEND ON
THESE ACTIVITIES

50%

28%

I HAVE MORE FREE TIME

57%

47%
% SELECTION AS A MOTIVATION

IN THEIR OWN WORDS:
PRE VS. POST PANDEMIC
PARTICIPATION FREQUENCY

I decided to go backpacking because
it was a great way to stay safe from
COVID, social distance and get some
exercise with my family.
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HOW DID NEW OUTDOOR
PARTICIPANTS LEARN
ABOUT ACTIVITIES
DURING COVID?

KEY TAKEAWAY:
Nearly half of new participants reported that
they had prior experience with their new outdoor
activity. Almost one-third learned about their
new outdoor activity from friends and/or family.

OPPORTUNITY:
Investing in programming that
engages families in the outdoors will
increase participation.

DEFINITION OF NEW PARTICIPANT:
In this special report, “New Participants”
are defined as those who either started an
outdoor activity for the first time or for the first
time in more than a year during the pandemic
(since March 2020).

47%

30%
22%

I ALREADY KNEW
FROM HAVING
PARTICIPATED
BEFORE

FROM FRIENDS
OR FAMILY
MEMBERS

ON SOCIAL
MEDIA

19%

ONLINE
SEARCHES

7%

1%

FROM
RETAILER OR
BRAND
WEBSITES

OTHER

12%
NONE OF
THE ABOVE

% SELECTING AS AN INFORMATION SOURCE

IN THEIR OWN WORDS: PRE VS. POST PANDEMIC
PARTICIPATION FREQUENCY

I wanted to get outdoors and do something
different. My boyfriend’s brother is a huge
fisherman and offered to take me with him a few
times just to switch up activities and get outdoors.
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HOW LIKELY ARE
NEW PARTICIPANTS
TO CONTINUE
THEIR OUTDOOR
ACTIVITIES AFTER
THE PANDEMIC?

KEY TAKEAWAY:
New participants report a strong intent to
continue their outdoor pursuits. About
one-quarter of participants say they
don’t want to continue their new outdoor
activities. The top barriers to continuation
include travel, resuming other activities,
and family demands.

OPPORTUNITY:
The following social media content would be
most likely to help encourage continued outdoor
participation:
∙ Information about close-to-home places to recreate
∙ Information and training about outdoor activities
∙ Networking and connection opportunities to find
others with whom to participate

IN THEIR OWN WORDS:
PRE VS. POST
PANDEMIC
PARTICIPATION
FREQUENCY

66%

65%

62%

There’s a biking and
hiking trail around a lake
near where I live that I
like to go to now.

61%
47%

WALKING
DURING FREE/
LEISURE TIME

BICYCLING
OUTSIDE

FISHING
(OF ANY KIND)

RUNNING/
JOGGING
OUTSIDE

BIRDWATCHING

% LIKELY TO CONTINUE PARTICIPATING
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WHICH ACTIVITIES HAVE NEW
PARTICIPANTS STOPPED
DURING THE PANDEMIC AND
WHICH WILL THEY RESUME
WHEN RESTRICTIONS LIFT?

KEY TAKEAWAY:
New participants have stopped going out
to the movies, theatre, restaurants, and
bars since the onset of the pandemic

OPPORTUNITY:
Understanding what new participants have stopped
participating in helps identify what future competitor
activities will be. There is an opportunity to develop
marketing that position the outdoors as an attractive
alternative to these activities.

WHICH ACTIVITIES DID PARTICIPANTS
STOP DURING THE PANDEMIC?

WHY DID PARTICIPANTS STOP THEIR
MOST FREQUENT PRE-PANDEMIC
ACTIVITIES DURING COVID?

WHICH ACTIVITIES WILL
PARTICIPANTS RESUME WHEN
COVID RESTRICTIONS ARE LIFTED?

THE PLACES TO DO THESE ACTIVITIES
ARE CLOSED

HANGING OUT WITH FAMILY OR FRIENDS

GOING TO THE MOVIES OR THEATRE
50%
GOING TO RESTAURANTS/BARS
46%

75%
52%

GOING TO RESTAURANTS/BARS

GOING TO THE GYM, FITNESS CLUB, ETC.

IT ISN’T POSSIBLE TO DO THESE ACTIVITIES
AT AN ACCEPTABLE SOCIAL DISTANCE

57%

34%

46%

GOING TO THE GYM, FITNESS CLUB, ETC.

HANGING OUT WITH FAMILY OR FRIENDS

IT ISN’T FUN TO DO THESE ACTIVITIES AT AN
ACCEPTABLE SOCIAL DISTANCE

51%

34%
IN-PERSON FITNESS CLASSES
27%

39%
HEALTH OR PHYSICAL LIMITATIONS

IN-PERSON FITNESS CLASSES
51%
GOING TO THE MOVIES OR THEATRE

PLAYING TEAM SPORTS

24%

20%

I DON’T HAVE MONEY TO SPEND ON
THESE ACTIVITIES

PLAYING TEAM SPORTS

21%

42%

FITNESS ACTIVITIES AT HOME
15%
ONLINE FITNESS CLASSES
12%

49%

I DON’T HAVE ANYONE TO PARTICIPATE WITH
20%

READING
10%
SPENDING TIME ONLINE
8%
WATCHING TV
8%
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DEMOGRAPHICS
AND
PSYCHOGRAPHICS

NEW
PARTICIPANT
PROFILE:
DEMOGRAPHICS

COMPARED TO EXISTING PARTICIPANTS, NEW OUTDOOR PARTICIPANTS ARE…

MORE LIKELY
TO BE FEMALE*

YOUNGER**

average age
is 45 vs. 54

58% vs. 49%

ETHNICITY***

IN A SLIGHTLY
LOWER INCOME
BRACKET

66% white vs. 71%

36% vs. 29%

41% with income
of $100K+ vs. 46%

71%
66%
11%

BLACK OR AFRICAN AMERICAN

14%
17%

HISPANIC OR LATINO/LATINA

14%
6%

ASIAN OR ASIAN AMERICAN

OTHER

MORE LIKELY
TO LIVE IN
URBAN AREAS

EXISTING PARTICIPANTS
NEW PARTICIPANTS

WHITE OR CAUCASIAN

NATIVE AMERICAN OR PACIFIC ISLANDER

SLIGHTLY MORE
ETHNICALLY
DIVERSE

9%
1%
1%
0%
1%

* Response options for this question included: Male,
Female, Gender Fluid/Non-Binary, and Other

** Participants of this survey were 18+. Our annual
Outdoor Participation Report covers participants
aged 6 and up.

*** Respondents could choose more than one option
so results don’t sum to 100%
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NEW
PARTICIPANT
PROFILE:
DEMOGRAPHICS

AGE

GENDER

50+

FEMALE
30%
52%

18 TO 49

58%
49%

MALE

NEW PARTICIPANTS

70%
48%

EXISTING PARTICIPANTS

42%
51%

HOUSEHOLD INCOME

REGION

NEIGHBORHOOD

< $60,000

WEST

SMALL TOWN
25%
24%

34%
32%

$60,000 to < $100,000

NORTHEAST

RURAL
18%
18%

25%
23%

$100,000 OR MORE

5%
7%

MIDWEST

11%
9%

URBAN
20%
22%

41%
46%

SOUTH

36%
29%

SUBURBAN
37%
36%

48%
55%
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NEW PARTICIPANT PROFILE:
EFFECTS OF THE PANDEMIC
KEY TAKEAWAY:
New outdoor participants are likely to report having
more free time as a result of the pandemic, however
they are almost equally split between having no
change in working life and working from home.
OPPORTUNITY:
Promoting close-to-home outdoor participation could
lead to increased retention of new participants when
their amount of free time is reduced post-pandemic.

HOW MUCH LEISURE TIME DO
PARTICIPANTS HAVE DURING
THE PANDEMIC?
LESS
11%
4%

SAME
52%
60%

MORE
37%
37%

NEW PARTICIPANTS
EXISTING PARTICIPANTS
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METHODOLOGY

METHODOLOGY
To meet project objectives, NAXION conducted a 10-minute online survey in December 2020. The survey was fielded to an online panel
demographically representative of U.S. adults 18 and older. To qualify for the study, respondents must have met one of the following criteria:
∙	Engaged in outdoor activities for the first time or for the first time in more than a year since the onset of the COVID-19 pandemic (new participants)
∙	Participated in outdoor activities before the pandemic (existing participants)
OUTDOOR ACTIVITIES INCLUDED:
∙ Backpacking
∙ Bicycling outside
∙	Birdwatching (more than ¼
of a mile from home/vehicle)
∙	Boardsailing/windsurfing
∙	Camping
∙	Canoeing/kayaking/rafting
∙	Climbing outside (not including
a climbing gym)

QUOTAS WERE SET
AS FOLLOWS:
∙	New participants: 300
(maximum of 50 who participated
in only walking)
∙	Existing participants: 300
(maximum of 50 who participated
in only walking)
A TOTAL OF 613 U.S. ADULTS
AGES 18+ COMPLETED THE
SURVEY, PROVIDING AN
OVERALL MARGIN OF ERROR
+/- 5% AT A 95% LEVEL OF
CONFIDENCE.

∙	Fishing (of any kind)
∙	Hunting (of any kind)
∙	Running/jogging outside
∙	Sailing
∙	Scuba diving
∙	Skateboarding
∙	Skiing (of any kind)
∙	Snowshoeing

∙	Stand up paddling
∙	Surfing
∙	Triathlon (of any kind/xterra/
adventure racing)
∙	Wildlife viewing (more than a ¼
mile from home/vehicle)
∙	Walking during free/leisure time (not
to get from one place to another)

DEFINITION OF
NEW PARTICIPANT:
In this special report, “New
Participants” are defined as those
who either started an outdoor
activity for the first time or for the
first time in more than a year during
the pandemic (since March 2020).

The sample was weighted to represent the U.S. population ages 18 and older for gender,
ethnicity, age, household income, and region. Weighting took place over three steps:
∙	All respondents who completed the screener and passed quality control questions were weighted to
represent the U.S. population for gender, ethnicity, age, household income, and region (regardless of
whether they qualified or were over quota for the study)
∙	Because the distribution of gender, ethnicity, age, household income, and region in the eligible population
are unknown, the weighted screeners were used to create weighting targets that represent the eligible
population (new participants and existing participants) on those demographic dimensions. To account for
quotas set in the sampling plan, a weighting target was calculated for those who qualified based only on
walking vs. those who qualified for participating in other activities.
∙	Respondents who completed the study were weighted to represent the eligible population for gender,
ethnicity, age, household income, region, and walking only/other activities.
Unless otherwise noted, all analyses presented in this report are weighted and all charts represent
new participants.
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OUTDOOR INDUSTRY ASSOCIATION
P.O. Box 21497
Boulder, CO 80308
303.444.3353
OUTDOORINDUSTRY.ORG

ORVAW Report to MTAC
April 8, 2021
Thomas Dunn
The last ORV advisory work group was held on the evening of March 24, 2021 via a Microsoft Teams
Virtual meeting.

The ORVAW Passed Resolution #1
The ORVAW Acknowledges the 44 years of service and hard work from Paul Yauk, as to what we are
now known as “The Trail State”.

Funding
Michael Desnoyer provided an overview of the ORV budget thru the end of February.
ORV Licenses and Trail permits are up from this time last year, meaning, if the trend continues, there will
be a higher revenue stream then projected.
Law division showed a substantial increase in funding, but this was due to timing of a Legislated one‐
time supplemental fund to the ORV fund of $ 2 million dollars.
One other large increase in expenditures came from the Holly Oaks ORV Park, a partnership between
the DNR and Oakland County, which lost almost $200,000 in 2020 due the pandemic.
The Department sent out an updated “preparedness and Response” form to the Grant sponsors in
preparation of continued Covid 19 management.

Single Sticker
The department is working on a combined License and Trails Permit Sticker initially for Silver Lake and
Possibly Holly Oaks. The Work group pushed to make it a State wide proposal. No roll out date has been
announced.

Legislation
State Representative Johnson introduced House Bill 4332 of 2021 to allow for changes of placement of
registration/off road vehicle stickers. This bill would allow motorcycles to place license and trail permit
stickers in other places other than the rear fender, including the Forks.

Speed Limit Survey
Under the ORVAW Chairman, with the help of the Department the ORVAW put out Speed Limit surveys
for both the ORV Users and also to the Sheriff and Law Enforcement Division.
As more users and bigger Side by Sides are using the State Designated trail system, Open County Roads
and Open Forest roads a discussion on Speed limits is warranted. County roads and Open forest roads
do have legal speed limits. The Department and ORVAW are just now compiling the survey results.

USFS
The Huron Manistee National Forest is in process of looking at opening forest roads to OHV to increase
the consistency in local and State ORV ordinances, to help with confusion and improve continuity and
connectivity between communities helping economic benefit.

Snow – Jim Kelts
In February MISORVA hosted a Legislative Ride in the Cadillac area. The group of 19 State
Representatives and Senators departed via snowmobile from the community of Boon. The
group was split into 3 separate groups with 3 different destinations for pre-planned lunch.
Following lunch, the groups were guided by local club members to various points of interest in
the Cadillac area trail systems.
Currently MISORVA is introducing both House and Senate Bills to prohibit wheeled vehicle
traffic on groomed snowmobile trails from December 1 through March 31 due to safety issues.
The Huron-Manistee U.S. Forest this early summer will be opening up its forest roads to all
users unless posted closed. The groomed snowmobile trails will be posted as closed from
December 1 to March 31.
The house has introduced a Bill to provide a Free Trail Weekend during the snowmobile season.
The Free Weekend will be decided each season by the DNR. This Bill will make it possible for
snowmobile owners to get some of their machines out of the garage and on the trails without
having a current Registration and Trail Permit. This is being introduced as a means to promote
Snowmobiling in Michigan.
Snowmobile Trail Permits are increasing from $48 to $52 beginning from the 2021-2022 season
for a 5-year period. This increase was a scheduled increase in an attempt to stay ahead of
inflation.

April 8, 2021 MTAC Equine Report by Jenny Cook
Celebrating 100 years of conservation and recreation highlighting horses and horseback riders.

Horses have always helped our societies in many ways from transportation, industry, hunting and more.
Today, all those applications still apply, in addition, horses are proven therapy partners for emotional,
mental, physical and substance abuse. We are thankful for the many horse friendly opportunities in
Michigan. When you encounter horseback riders please: Stop, Speak and Stand Back with a smile. We
are all trail advocates and appreciate our natural recreation opportunities.
The Michigan equestrian community would like to thank Paul Yauk for your contributions to the State of
Michigan, to the Michigan citizens and beyond. We are thankful for your extensive knowledge of our
Michigan public lands. Thank you for celebrating our successes and working through the challenges of
horseback riders. Thank you for working with us on the many pilot shoreline horseback rides at various
locations. These opportunities have allowed dreams to come true for so any horseback riders and have
built faith and appreciation with the Michigan DNR. We have considered you a staple at the DNR table
and you will be greatly missed. We hope you enjoy your well-earned retirement with your family. It has
been a pleasure working with you.
Happy trails and ride on!

Jenny Cook
Michigan Equine Trails Representative (MTAC)
SW Michigan Equine Trails Representative (ETS)
mi.trail.rep@gmail.com
(269)998-5916

Horse Education and Safety
Written by Jenny Cook, Michigan Equine Trails Representative (MTAC)

Ft Custer Recreation Area
pc: Pure Michigan / Drew Mason

Horses are prey animals. As herbivores, horses are at the bottom of the
food chain.

Kalamazoo, Michigan

Humans are the ultimate predators. Due to the natural pecking order of
predator and prey, horses expect us to be the leaders of them. Horses
appreciate when they are treated with respect. When trust is built, horses
will perform for you more than you ever imagined.

Muskegon State Park
pc: J. Klein Photos

Horses were our first autonomous vehicles. Assessing for danger, horses
have excellent self-preservation skills. They are hardwired to survive.

Muskegon State Park
pc: J. Klein Photos

Horses prefer to be in a herd because there is safety in numbers. Horseback
riders often camp and travel in groups on the trails to keep their horses calm
and comfortable.

Huron Manistee National Forest
pc: Joe Gall Photography

Horses are domesticated wildlife. Because of horses’ four beat hoof pattern
and prey scent, horseback riders disturb other wildlife less than all other
user groups, including hikers.

Mackinac Island State Park
pc: Best of America By Horseback TV Show / Cowgirl Magazine

Horses can hear better than us as they can rotate each ear independently in
nearly all directions.
Horses have a stronger sense of smell than us, so they will notice people, other
wildlife, and objects before us.

Muskegon State Park
pc: J. Klein Photos

With eyes on the sides their heads, horses can look for predators and danger in
a 350 degrees radius.
Horses can see movement (like a bike approaching), better than us. Horses only
have one-dimensional vision (like a magazine), so they have difficulty with
depth perception (like how far away a bike is or how deep the water is at water
crossings).

Ft Custer Recreation Area
pc: Pure Michigan / Drew Mason

Horses have blind spots up close between their eyes and directly behind them.
Always ask horse owners before approaching their horses. Please approach horses
at their sides, not directly at their faces or behind them.
Horses react 1/4 of a second faster than us, putting horseback riders at a
disadvantage when quiet, fast moving bikes are approaching.

Huron Manistee National Forest
pc: Joe Gall Photography

Horses’ body structures are designed to carry us perfectly. Their walking,
trotting, and running gaits simulate our walking, jogging, and running gaits,
providing us excellent therapy and transportation partners.

Silver Lake State Park
pc: Joe Gall Photography

When near horses, please wear closed toed shoes or boots. In the unlikely
event a horse steps on you, gently push him off as they move away from
pressure.

Kalamazoo, Michigan
pc: J. Klein Photos

Huron Manistee National Forest
pc: Joe Gall Photography

Please remember horseback riders have more risks of injuries as we are in
sitting positions, on live creatures, over 10 feet above the ground. Bikers
and hikers are in upright positions, on objects or on the ground, and are less
likely to fall or have injuries.

Waterloo Recreation Area
pc: Pure Michigan / Drew Mason

Horses have flight instincts and prefer to move their feet, so horseback riders
prefer other trail users to STOP, while the horseback riders pass by at a walk.
SPEAKING to horseback riders in your normal voice helps horses recognize you
are a person and will calm the horses.
Please STAND BACK with your whole group on the same side of the trail. Please
contain children and dogs. If biking, please dismount and put your bike
between you and the horses. Please turn off motorized vehicles.

Thank you for taking a few minutes to understand the natural instincts and
gifts of horses. We hope understanding these horse facts will drive out
fears of horses, give compassion and respect for horses and horseback
riders, and provide a plan of action when you encounter horses and
horseback riders.
If you would like more information about horses, please contact me, refer
to the Michigan Horse Trails Directory website
http://michiganhorsetrails.com/ , or schedule a ride at a horse rental
location.
Jenny Cook, Michigan Equine Trails Representative (MTAC)
mi.trail.rep@gmail.com
pc: Joe Gall Photography, J. Klein Photos, Pure Michigan/Drew Mason

Celebrating Horses Then and Now

Horses are natural, cultural, historical, and are still relevant today. For the health of our
societies, we need to re-connect with nature and experience natural encounters. Horses provide
these opportunities. Horses are proven useful therapy partners for emotional, mental, physical
and substance abuse therapy. They help veterans and anyone with PTSD. Please open more
horse friendly trails and lands. We can all get along with education and respect.
During Michigan’s lumber era, horses carved out Michigan’s prosperity. Horsepower pulled and
delivered logs and merchandise. Horses literally carried us on their backs to establish
Michigan’s future. Horses offer many benefits to our communities and are not harmful to the
environment.

Https://www.mlive.com/news/2018/07/vintage_lumber_camp_photos.html A towering stack of
Michigan timber. Photo between 1880 and 1899, aia Library of Congress

.

Horses are currently helpful to people and the environment.
Https://www.freep.com/story/news/local/michigan/2015/11/05/michigan-horseshermansville/75213498/
HERMANSVILLE, Mich. — Logging is becoming increasingly mechanized, but a Hermansville
man is happy to use horses for his year-round operation.

John Boyd relies on horse-powered logging to manage a farm in Hermansville. His team consists
of Moose, Brownie and Eeyore — all male Belgian draft horses. The horses work four to six
hours a day year-round and Boyd said they enjoy it.
"Horses love to work more than anything and snow doesn't affect them," he said. Boyd
maintains it isn't just a logging operating, it is also agroforestry.
"Commercial loggers fulfill one need, but we go at it a little different," he explained. "We take
our brush and chip it, then we put horse manure in it and we produce compost for gardening. We
are adding fertility to a farm that hasn't been farmed for a long time. We are composting on a
unique scale and are working to scavenge heat from our compost piles that utilize horse manure
and ground up/chipped logging slash." The goal is to heat a greenhouse for vegetable
production, he said. "His horses help out, they are gentle giants, and the grass is greener than it
has ever been."

Previously Boyd worked construction as a quality assurance engineer for a major corporation
before suffering three "cardiac anomalies" that made him rethink his career choice. As a U.S.
Marine veteran, he also suffers from depression and says doing hard work outside keeps his
hands busy and his mind clear.
"I hear the wind, see the deer walk through. I get to see wildlife. If I was operating a machine, I
would scare it off," he said. "It's a labor of love. It's not for everybody."
Although he rarely leaves the Hermansville area, Boyd is willing to teach what he knows. He
encourages schools to contact him for tours of the farm.
"This year we hope to be able to do more sleigh rides with proceeds going to support the Local
IXL Museum here in Hermansville," he said. "In the day they used a lot of teams of horses to
harvest timber that became the hardwood flooring they sold."
They have also used the team to support the local food pantry in Hermansville. "We have a
chuckwagon that we use to support the community using Dutch ovens." Boyd said. "We are able
to create a wide variety menu of many things, up to including a chocolate cake that we did for
the local Red Hat Rovers last year. We believe that being a part of a community one should do
their part. We have also provided urban tree service to members of our community in exchange
for the wood and plowed the community garden in Escanaba. We hope to create a community
garden somewhere in Meyer Township."

Horses were and are still useful for conservation and hunting purposes. The DNR highlights the
nation’s first female conservation officer, Huldah Neal.
Https://www.google.com/search?Q=dnr+highlights+nation%27s+first+female+conservation+offi
cer&oq=&aqs=chrome.2.69i59i450l8.1167277626j0j7&sourceid=chrome&ie=UTF-8

With the stroke of a pen by state game warden and future Michigan governor Chase Osborn in
1897, Neal became a deputy game warden for Grand Traverse County, cementing her littleknown legacy as the first female conservation officer in the United States, according to press
reports of the day.
To recognize her contributions, and mark the observance of March as Women’s History Month,
the Michigan Department of Natural Resources Law Enforcement Division is nominating Neal
for induction to the Michigan Women’s Hall of Fame.
Press accounts also credited Neal for having an immediate impact on fish and game law
violations. “She is energic and watchful, and already poaching has begun to diminish. The worst
gang of law violators have ceased operations,” the Jackson, Michigan, newspaper reported in
March 1898.
Hagler said Neal faced many of the same risks that confront today’s DNR conservation officers.
“Patrolling remote areas without nearby backup assistance always has been an occupational
hazard of being a conservation officer,” Hagler said. “It’s still true today, even with modern
vehicles, weapons and communications. The fact that Huldah Neal carried out her duties on
horseback, in rowboats and without communications equipment makes her accomplishments
even more impressive.”
In addition to her game warden’s duties, Neal was a community fixture, even delivering mail
three times a week to Traverse City. Today, after leading a productive life that bettered her
community and raised the ceiling for other women, Neal rests with her husband in Long Lake
Township’s Linwood Cemetery.

Horses are not harmful to our ecosystems, other wildlife, or trails.
Https://www.americantrails.org/resources/environmental-aspects-of-horses-on-trails
Environmental Aspects of Horses on Trails
By Adda Quinn, Envirohorse
Does equestrian use have an impact on stream and lake water quality?
By American Trails Staff
Google bookmarkfacebookmore

Crossing Whychus Creek on the Metolius-Windigo Trail; photo by Linda Thomas
Abstract
Due to the urbanization of America, the general population has lost its contact with and innate
understanding of most animals, including livestock. The horse, in particular, is a unique animal.
Because it is large and seldom encountered, people assume that it is no different than other
species of large animals. This paper is meant to help people understand horses and their
interactions with the environment when they encounter equines on trails.
Every trail user potentially causes some impact to the environment by their use. For lightweight
low-impact users, the effects are usually minimal. Scientific studies indicate that the horse may
be more benign to wildlife than hikers, nature studiers and photographers. There are no studies
that significantly implicate trail use by horses with spreading weeds. Natural erosive forces are
likely to be the major alteration factors in trail erosion. Horses on trails are not detrimental to
water quality according to the latest studies by NAHMS, University of Colorado and UC DavisTulare.
Equestrian use of trails is "passive" recreation.
Every trail user potentially causes some impact to the environment by his/her use. Compared to
motorized usage, hikers, bikers, and horses have been variously described as passive,
lightweight, and/or low-impact trail users. The effects of passive use on trails are usually
minimal. In virtually every mixed-use trail reference within the State of California and the
nation, the horse has been defined as a passive, low impact or light weight user, even in the most
sensitive environments: Natural Preserves.
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•
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•
•

•

•
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•
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Edgewood Park and Natural Preserve Master Plan Adopted May 1997 (Parks and
Recreation Division San Mateo County) Pg. 11 B. Definitions 6. Definition of LowIntensity Recreation Uses: "Define low-intensity recreation uses as passive recreation
uses that will not create a direct or cumulative adverse environmental impact. Such uses
include, but are not limited to, on-trail hiking, walking, jogging, horseback riding, nature
observation, education, docent-led group tours, and picnicking and camping...". This is a
natural preserve of rare serpentine grassland that supports numerous threatened and
endangered species.
The Mid-Peninsula Open Space District (MROSD) on the San Francisco Peninsula
defines Trail Use Suitability to include: Hiking, Running, Equestrian, and Bicycling
throughout most of their 43,000 acres of Natural Preserves.
Santa Clara County Countywide Trails Master Plan, 1995,"identifies hiking, horseback
riding, and bicycling trails" as lightweight use.
The USDA Region Five Shasta-Trinity Nation Forest Trail Procedure Guide builds trails
to include the horse as a lightweight user.
The US Forest Service/USDA Rocky Mountain Region Guide for Mountain Trail
Development builds trails for hikers, joggers, and equestrians, all considered lightweight,
low-impact users.
The California Trails Foundation uses the California Department of Parks and Recreation
Klamath District/North Coast Redwoods District Trail Manual. Section 1.4 Trail
Standards for Class I Trails states, "These trails include handicapped accessible,
equestrian, interpretive and hiking trails assigned a Class I point criteria value."
The State of Washington Department of Natural Resources' Recreation Trail Maintenance
produced in cooperation with the USDA and NPS designs trails for low-impact users,
including equestrians.
The Bay Area Ridge Trail creates a multi-use trail system around the San Francisco Bay
for hikers, bikers, joggers, and equestrians. All considered lightweight users.
Marin County Countywide Trails Plan (1984 and seq.) Considers hiking, horseback
riding and bicycling as passive usage of its open space preserves.
The Rocky Mountain National Park includes equestrians as low-impact users.

Wildlife and horses
Horses are prey animals. They have eyes on the side of the head. They are herbivores and leave
the trace scent of an herbivore on the trail. Humans, dogs, and cats are predators. Their eyes are
on the front of the face. As they walk, they leave the trace scent of omnivore on the trail that can
impact wildlife.
Horses are recognized by wildlife as prey animals, even when a person is sitting on their back.
An approaching horse passing along a trail provides sound rhythms in the cadence of a fourfooted hoofed prey animal to wildlife, which informs wildlife of a non-threatening presence. For
reptiles, rodents and other terrestrial life forms, the percussion pulse of the approaching horse
provides warning. Being warned diminishes flushing/flight response that consumes wildlife
energy. It is not uncommon to find deer, bobcat and coyotes that allow horses to get within feet
of them on trails before calmly moving off. Horses rarely step on lizards, mice and other fastmoving wildlife. Riders can easily avoid slower moving wildlife.

Bennett and Zuelke (1999) undertook an extensive review of recreation effects on birds and
concluded that disturbance from recreation has temporary effects on behavior and movement of
birds. Direct approaches caused greater disturbance than tangential approaches, rapid movement
by joggers was more disturbing than slower hikers; children and photographers were especially
disturbing and passing or stopping vehicles were less disturbing than human foot traffic. Horses
and riders did not disturb birds.
Sporadic human use can disturb wildlife. However, "many animals are less afraid of horseback
riders than hikers. Riders seldom dismount to touch flora or fauna. Riders can be a dedicated and
energetic volunteer and advocacy group. The horse-rider relationship promotes a nonanthropocentric worldview that facilitates ecological understanding. Horses are useful for
patrols, supplying trail maintenance, and doing surveys. Horse traffic can be used to maintain
firebreaks and seldom-used trails." (Williams et al, 1998)
Weed seeds and horses
The primary vectors of weed seed spread are wind, water, avians, and rodents. There is no
documented evidence of the horse spreading weeds. A Montana study by Tyser and Worley
(1992) implicated timothy (Phleum pratense) and bluegrass (Poa pratensis) as species that had
been included in past roadside seeding by the local highway authority. In California, the
Department of Transportation (caltrans) has recently been identified as the number one spreader
of yellow star thistle by its past practices of scattering various weed-laden hays during roadside
rehabilitation projects to control erosion. Caltrans has now switched to wetland chaff from rice
crops for soil stabilization purposes which does not contain thistle seeds.
It is unknown to what extent high quality livestock forage available contains weed seeds.
However, most horse owners would not buy junk hay for their horses. Garbage in, poor
performance out! The days of large populations of lower-grade, inexpensive stock horses are
long gone. Horses cost money, and the purchase price is only the down payment for ownership.
Horsemen cannot afford to compromise their investments by feeding weedy hay. Responsible
horse owners are concerned about getting quality feed that has been properly planted, harvested,
and cured for their horse food dollar. (Berto 2001). Many horses are fed processed or pelletized
feedstock. This is forage that is heated. The heat destroys weed seeds.
According to Dr. Deanne Meyer, UC Davis Manure Management Specialist, the majority of all
horse excrement occurs at home in pastures or paddocks. It is, therefore, highly unlikely for the
horse ever to be a major vector of weed seed spread simply from its use on a trail. By 2003, all
forage brought into trailheads on federally- and state-managed properties will be required to have
a weed-free feed certificate. Equestrian trail users have been active participants in designing this
program in collaboration with land managers.
The horse has a very inefficient gut: it is a one-way through-put system. Horses are
physiologically incapable of vomiting or regurgitating. If something gets stuck on the way
through, the only way to get it out is by surgery or physical intervention (at arm's length!). As a
consequence, horses must be fed carefully to avoid the common and potentially fatal condition of
colic. The bulk of unprocessed forage consumed by California horses is alfalfa (Medicago
sativa), rye grass (Lolium multiflorum or perenne), Timothy hay (Phleum pratense) and oat hay
(Avena sativa (white cultivated oats)). If horses were a vector of seed spread, these grasses could

be prevalent in our open spaces and parks, but they are not, except possibly in places where they
were introduced in earlier times as grazing forage for cattle.
The California Exotic Pest Plant Council (www.caleppc.org) lists the following plants as the
major invasive culprits: Tamarisk, knapweed, and thistles. Horses do not eat these species, many
of which are actually toxic to the equine. Star thistle consumed by horses can cause a potentially
fatal Parkinson-like disease. Stinging nettles recently killed two trail horses at Pt. Reyes National
Seashore. Knapweeds are very toxic to horses. For the health of our animals, equestrians are
keenly interested in the abatement of exotic and invasive plants. Because the horse is not
perceived as a major contributor to the spread of weed seed from trail use, trail manure has been
little studied. However, there is much literature on composted horse manure. Harmon (1934)
notes that composted horse manure virtually kills all weed seeds.
Janzen is the researcher who has done the most studies on seeds in horse manure. Among his
conclusions are:
•

Most seeds are dry or otherwise inconspicuous and are not associated with specific
dispersal agents (e.g., the horse). Seeds are primarily dispersed by gravity, wind, surface
water movement, soil erosion, birds, ants, dung beetles and rodents.

•

The horses killed a substantial fraction of the seeds they swallowed through chewing and
the inorganic acids and enzymes of digestion.

•

Horse gut differs from cow gut. No horse had a seed passage rate anywhere near as fast,
or a seed survival rate as high, as the cow.

•

The primary sites of seed digestion in the horse are corners, folds, and eddies of the gut
and the caecum (a specialized pouch for fermentation of ingested nutrients). In the horse,
the caeca somehow remove hard objects (and seeds) and retain them for unknown periods
of time. Only one brass button out of 57 fed was voided for the duration of a 70-day
study!

•

There is no evidence that passage through the horse "enhances" germination of surviving
seeds.

•

Seeds must be sufficiently small, tough, hard, and inconspicuous to escape the molar mill
and spitting response of a large mammal. Seed coats must have the ability to resist
digestion during a transit period of days to months. Horses are as likely to be an intense
seed predator as they are to be a possible dispersal agent. "The seed that is so impervious
that the horse does not kill it by molar or chemical scarification may then be so slow to be
scarified by soil processes that it has significantly fewer generations than the less
impervious morph."

•

The longer the seeds are in the animal (or buried in composted dung), the higher the seed
mortality by digestive processes.

•

If a seed germinates immediately in the dung, the community of dung-degrading
organisms may kill it.

•

Severe mortality to seed sprouts in a manure pile is likely, due to inter- and intraspecific
crowding. · Large herbivores do not significantly carry seeds in hair or coats.

Finally, Benninger-Truax studied edge effects of trails in Colorado. She notes that seeds can pass
through horses unharmed and be deposited in feces. She states that she found no documentation
that horses are major source of exotic species in her literature search. In her Master's thesis,
Benninger did a greenhouse study on seeds extracted from horse manure. Seeds from 15 plants
grew, but only 8 were identified. While all 8 were exotic, NONE of them appeared in her test
plots on the trail, although she observed them elsewhere along trails. She determined that horses
from the stable in the park that were not allowed to graze in the park (which had exotics along
some trails) and had controlled diets were not a problem for weed seed dispersal along the trails.
A simple Best Management Practice (BMP) is obvious here.
The erroneous assumption that manure is a major source of exotic species suggested by some
should be put to rest by Benninger-Truax's statement: "…however, I have found no
documentation of this in the literature." Neither has envirohorse a decade later. While some
seeds can survive the journey through the horse mouth and gut, Janzen's statement suggests its
fate: " While an Enterolobium seedling germinating in a dung pile is picturesque, its chances of
surviving the dung beetles, mice, dryness, and root exposure characteristic of dung piles are very
slim."
Seeds are primarily dispersed by gravity, wind, surface water movement, soil erosion, birds, ants,
dung beetles and rodents. Since the majority of horses are carefully fed domestic grasses, have
physiology mitigating against seed survival, and primarily defecate in their home
paddocks/pastures, it is unlikely that horses are a significant vector for seed spread when they are
on trails.
Trails and horses
Soil erosion is a two-part process: soil particles are loosened largely by wind or raindrop impact
(lesser by freeze/thaw, wet/dry cycles) and transported by the flow of wind and water. The four
primary factors involved in erosion are climate, soil characteristics, topography and ground
cover. In the United States soil erosion removes an estimated 2,100,000,000 tons of soil per
year. (Gergus, 2002)
According to public testimony to the MROSD on December 16, 1998 given by Professor and
Chair Gordon E. Brown Jr., Stanford University Dept. Of Earth Sciences Synchrotron Radiation
Laboratory Faculty, the primary causes of erosion are natural and far surpass any impact of use
of horses on trails.
In a 5-year study, Summer (1990, 1996) concluded that horse traffic was not the single dominant
process active on trails. Trail degradation was a function of landform, climatic and catastrophic
events, and geomorphic processes. Seasonal use was important in keeping the soil exposed and
vegetative cover absent on trails. Such processes as sheetwash, rilling, gullying, and soil creep
actively modified and eroded the trails and resulted in a measurable fluctuating rate of change
over time. Limited data suggested that foot traffic produced effects similar to horse traffic in

exposing the trail to the effects of geomorphic process or climatic events. Intensive runoff
resulting form natural events can cause significant geomorphic change in a trail from such
processes as gullying and earth slumps. Erosion from these events may overshadow effects of
horse use on trails.
Williams et al (1998) concur that factors other than user type are more closely linked to trail
degradation. Lightly used trails may grow over and require more maintenance, whereas moderate
horse activity may help to maintain a multiple-use trail. The bottom line is that horse trails can be
maintained on most natural preserves without unacceptably impacting ecological values.
The physical impact of horses on trails is highly variable-dependent. In high rain regimes and
certain soil types, more physical impact would be expected. Seasonal closure of some trails may
be appropriate. Water should be diverted off of all trails to prevent erosion. In order to further
mitigate an impact in more susceptible areas, rocking equestrian trails may be appropriate.
Spreading 3/4" hard native rock, decomposed granite (DG), or basalt provides a firmer trail
tread. Over time, this rock sinks into the soil and "hardens" the trail tread, improving year-round
conditions for all users. Repeated rock application over time provides excellent tread surfaces for
mixed users and does not significantly alter soil chemistry in sensitive habitats (Murarka, 1996).
The Clarkia Trail in San Mateo County's Edgewood Park and Natural Preserve is an excellent
example of how a trail can be maintained year-round in potentially mucky black clay soil using
local serpentine rock.
Water quality and horses on trails
The endpoints of scientific inquiry for water quality studies are human exposure to pathogens for
health implications and nutrient/sedimentation pollution for environmental implications.
Excrement or wastes of any type should never be deposited or disposed of in water bodies.
Human health
Coliforms are ubiquitous in the environment. While they are not necessarily harmful to people if
ingested, coliforms are an indicator that unwanted matter is present in the water system. Their
virulence is little understood; hence the precautionary care to prevent human exposure to excess
amounts of them. Coliforms, however, have not been known to injure aquatic organisms or
wildlife according to Dr. Michael Rugg, Toxicologist, California State Fish and Game,
Yountville CA. Recent scientific studies and their replicates confirm that adult horse guts do not
significantly contain E. Coli 0157:H7, Salmonella, Cryptosporidium, or Giardia, which are the
organisms of most concern in water-borne spread of disease. (Atwill, et al; see several
references.)
Groundwater
We have found no studies that we found implicating equids in groundwater contamination.
Horses eliminate primarily in their pastures and paddocks (Meyer 1997). Manure left in a loose
heap in deposits on trails loses its nitrogen rapidly (New Hampshire 1990). It is inconceivable
that trail horses making dispersed deposits could possibly impact ground water. Most
contamination of this sort occurs from areas associated with feedlots where thousands of
commercially harvested animals are confined at one time, or from excessive fertilization added
to soils.
Compared to other large livestock, horse manure is relatively "dry" and "hot" due to unique
digestive enzymes and flora. Once deposited, it can achieve total mineralization in as short a

time as 21 days (Ajwa, et al 1994). Because it is so dry at excretion, nutrients tend to volatilize
rapidly into the atmosphere. One of the challenges in preserving nutrients in horse manure is to
get them turned into the soil as rapidly as possible before the nutrients are lost to the air.
Surface water
Again, there are very little data about impacts from horses. Bacteriological and nutrient effects
(on water bodies) are seldom detectable except next to stables. (Williams et al, 1998). As part of
the 319(h) grants from the Clean Water Act, new data are becoming available. Five studies have
taken place in the San Mateo County watersheds to date (2002). It is important to keep in
perspective that these studies involve settings where horses live 24 hours/day next to a creek.
Thus far, data have not confirmed significant adverse affects on the surface waters immediately
adjacent to them. Leaking aging septic systems, residential over-fertilizing, and certain
agricultural practices are suspected where data exceed recommended standards. Given this, it is
difficult to conceive of a situation where the manure from a few horses on a trail could adversely
impact surface water nearby. Again, most trails are not sited immediately adjacent to water
bodies and Mother Nature has a marvelous buffering capacity when even as little as 10 feet of
vegetation is available at the side of a trail.
Phosphorus and potassium are the trace constituents of most concern in horse urine. They bind to
soil particles and may be eroded away into surface water bodies. They would be present only in
the minutest of quantities in manure on trails, thus of little concern. For horses paddocked near
streams, a recent study by Dr. Michael Rugg on accumulation of urine salts in soil in arid
climates demonstrated that these salts could be dissipated in just three days by watering dry
paddocks to invite biological degraders to the soil. Thus a simple BMP of turning on a sprinkler
once a day will not only keep dust down, but will mitigate urine salt accumulation in paddock
soils.
Stream crossings
There is a trend to protect stream banks from erosion by trail use and discourage trail users from
disturbing streams that support fisheries. Bridges are being built across historic fords. It is known
that as little as 0.025ppm of ammonia in water can kill salmonoid species (Rugg).
While horses can readily defecate on trails, they do not as readily urinate on trails. (Gosslin and
Wolford, 2001). Because of their physiology, horses under saddle generally signal riders of their
need/intent to urinate. They are allowed to stop walking. Horses then stretch their bodies out in a
rather awkward position to urinate, often standing on the front edges of their hooves
simultaneously in a splayed posture. This places them in a vulnerable position if attacked by a
predator. 60 million years of evolution and survival means that this is an activity not undertaken
lightly by the horse. Many horses prefer the safety and security of their stall or paddock to
undertake this function (UC Davis Book of Horses 1996). Because of this unique behavior, it is
easy for the rider to spur the horse out of a stream to avoid urination in a water body. Because
the urination posture is impossible to achieve during locomotion, it will be more apt to occur
with a relaxed horse at rest (Horst 2000). Urination can be readily managed to avoid elimination
in water bodies.
Equestrians are being educated not to allow their animals to eliminate during stream crossings.
Bmps have evolved such as stopping prior to a crossing to allow the animal to rest, relax, and
(hopefully) eliminate PRIOR to the crossing. Simply not allowing the horse to stop and dawdle
in the water will also help to prevent contamination. Many horses do not like getting their feet

wet and have a natural aversion to taking any more time than necessary in water. A small study
is underway to collect data on horses eliminating while crossing streams. It is expected to take
several years before a robust database is available. But preliminary data collected in 2000-2001
indicated that very few horses eliminated during stream crossings. In a letter to equestrians dated
July 2, 2001 Dr. Michael Rugg described the risk of stream crossing to fish and aquatic species,
but concluded by saying, "However, as long as the riders are aware of the risks, and make an
effort to avoid having their animals urinate or defecate in or near the creek, the risks to fish and
aquatic life (of horses making a stream crossing) are acceptable."
Trail etiquette and horse physiology
For safety sake, other trail users should always yield the right-of-way to equestrians. Would you
argue with a Mack Truck if you were a VW bug on the highway? Stop and stand quietly off the
trail until the horse passes. Failure to do so can endanger the hiker / runner as well as the horse
and rider. Fast-moving trail users may startle horses and slower-moving people. Please verbally
announce your presence immediately, especially when approaching horses from behind, and ask
the rider for instructions on how to pass the animal. The rider may ask you to step off the trail so
he/she can ride by, or may ask you to walk by while he/she stands the horse. The circumstance
may vary depending on the personality of the horse involved and physical conditions of the site.
Why do horses "spook"? Horses have large eyes that provide a wide range of peripheral vision.
Each eye boasts a field of 215 degrees of monocular fixation (focusing one eye on a subject)
with the fields overlapping in front of the horse's head to create 60-70 degrees of binocular
fixation (where both eyes can focus on a single object). This allows the horse to view the ground
ahead more sharply and with depth perception (stereopsis). However, horses have small blind
spots in front of and behind them that can only be clarified by turning the head to observe with
its monocular vision. Any stationary object in the horse's blind spots may seem to "jump" when
its image moves in and out of the peripheral field of vision, as the horse turns its head in a an
attempt to focus. This can result in a typical fleeing or "spooking" behavioral response. Unlike
humans, a horse must move its head up and down to focus its eyes on an object. When a horse
holds its head upright and high, it is usually focusing on an object in the distance and cannot
clearly see the ground directly beneath its nose. The vision of a trotting or galloping horse is not
as acute as that of a stationary horse. A horse's range of vision along with its degree of visual
acuity should always be taken into consideration when you approach a horse on the trail,
particularly from behind. (UC Davis Book of Horses 1996)
Disclaimer
Envirohorse has prepared these materials for information purposes only and are not legal advice.
Subscribers and online readers should not act upon this information without seeking professional
counsel. Every attempt has been made to assure that the information contained in this publication
is accurate. Envirohorse assumes no responsibility and disclaims any liability for any injury or
damage resulting from the use or effect of any product or information specified in this
publication.
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Adda Quinn worked for a nationally known research institute for 21 years prior to her retirement.
Her research projects focused on contaminated soil and groundwater issues. As a trail advocate,
she has provided research results in a variety of regulatory debates, both nationally and locally.
She is a founding member of and on the Board of Directors for envirohorse. This paper is a work
in progress. It is our intention to update it periodically as new information becomes available.
Envirohorse Mission
Envirohorse identifies, gathers, and disseminates information to ensure/enhance equine access to
public / private lands. Where data gaps exist, envirohorse sponsors research to fill them with
these goals:
1). To establish and provide a clearinghouse for information on horses, horse trails and other
related equine uses. This effort will include · synthesis papers on important environmental and
health issues · hard copy of source data by subscription · electronic network site with linkage to
other resources · electronic database for pertinent papers · linkage to environmental and
community benefits from horses · linkage to legal resources for equine issues.

2). To identify and raise funding for research on priority issues.
3). To work with other equestrian organizations to assure continued equine access to public and
private lands. If you have any scientific studies that you think would be helpful, these papers are
a work-in-progress and envirohorse would love to have copies of them.
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Horses are:
All seasonal
Beautiful
Competition, show, sports, and fitness partners
Conservation partners
Cultural
Domesticated wildlife
Economic enhancers
Educational
Employment providers
Forest bathing partners
Healthy
Historical
Hunting partners
Living natural resources
Pets
Recreational
Therapy partners for emotional, mental, physical and substance abuse therapy
Trails, transportation, and travel partners
Tourism opportunities
Work partners
Please open more horse friendly trails and lands.
Thank you,
Jenny Cook
Michigan Equine Trails Representative (MTAC)
SW Michigan Equine Trails Representative (ETS)
mi.trail.rep@gmail.com
(269)998-5916

Answers for Michigan Provided by Horses and Horse Owners
Michigan is the home for amazing horse opportunities
for everyone.

Michigan has excellent horse education and horse
career pathways.

Michigan’s horse trails systems continue to grow and
develop into beautiful infrastructures, where every
season is celebrated.

Michigan’s communities are alive and well with horse
therapy. Horses provide emotional, mental, physical
and substance abuse therapy for all.

Michigan’s horse owners’ lifestyles generate substantial
economic value with barns, equipment, feed, land,
professional services, trailers, trucks and more.
Horses and horse owners are living natural resources
producing economic value, education, employment,
empowerment, historical reflections, show, sport,
therapy, tourism, transportation and travel.
Jenny Cook
Michigan Equine Trails Representative (MTAC)
Email: mi.trail.rep@gmail.com

Celebrate Michigan as “The Trails State!”
Equine Trails Sub-Committee Recommendations for the Michigan Master Trails Plan
Non-motorized trails should have two separate trail loops and systems:
1. Dirt and/or paved trails to accommodate bikers who are striving for speed and desire few
stopping points.
2. Dirt trails to accommodate dog walkers, hikers, hunters and horseback riders who are traveling
at a slower pace with single and/or double track trails for carts, keeping trails ADA accessible.
Please add to this phrase to safety and etiquette Stop, Speak and Stand Back with a Smile yielding signs:
“Trail etiquette is best when trail users stay on their designated trails systems.”
Parallel dirt trails next to destination trails (rail trails, etc.) would enhance the trails transportation
systems and provide safe lanes for slower traffic, such as hikers, dog walkers, and horseback riders.
These dirt throughfares would qualify for the ADA if they are large enough for cart traffic. The
Department of Transportation has supported these Trail Transportation Thoroughfares (TTT) at Sleeping
Bear Dunes National Lakeshore and could possible support the TTT throughout the state. Dirt trails are
much more inexpensive than paved trails. Where there are paved trails right of ways, there is usually
enough space for a parallel dirt trail alternative.
Destinations Trail Towns should have wooden hitching posts or corrals and water to welcome and
accommodate horses. Our 83 County Fairground locations could be destinations with bathrooms and
showers to accommodate travelers. Town visitors’ bureau could help with advertising and
accommodations.
According to the Right to Ride Act, horseback riders are declared the same as hikers and should be
allowed at all parks and trails where hikers are permitted.
**Please review the 97 and counting unique, specific parks and trails where Michigan horseback riders
have identified they would like to ride and would volunteer to help with trails in those specific areas.**
This list is only a sample of the current desired locations and does not encompass all desired horse
friendly areas.
https://docs.google.com/spreadsheets/d/1wjDXatLoO8RX740fY1sECUG4Lv8bzTCw/edit#gid=145296376
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Respectfully submitted on behalf of the Equine Trails Sub-Committee
Jenny Cook, Michigan Equine Trails Representative mi.trail.rep@gmail.com

HORSE TRAILS INVENTORY AND INTEREST SURVEY, 2021:
OVERVIEW AND KEY FINDINGS
Overview
- Survey distributed between January 26-February 11, 2021 (16 days)
- Online distribution via Facebook
- 193 respondents
Key Findings
- 96 unique locations were identified as areas where equestrians would like access, and
currently lack access.
o About half (54%) of those locations are managed, at least in part, by the Michigan
Department of Natural Resources (DNR).
§ Of those locations, the most frequently identified areas include Holly
Recreation Area, the KalHaven Trail, Seven Lakes State Park, and Island
Lake State Park.
o The six most commonly identified counties include Oakland, Muskegon,
Livingston, Leelanau, Van Buren, and Washtenaw counties.
- There is a considerable amount of interest in riding on the Great Lakes shorelines. Onethird of respondents (33%) indicated that they would like access to at least one park or
recreation area located on a shoreline on the Great Lakes.
- The vast majority (88.6%) of respondents indicated that they would be willing to
volunteer in a Friends Group in one or more of the identified locations.
o Three-quarters of respondents (75.6%) would be willing to volunteer their time
helping out a Friends Group.
o Forty-two percent (42%) of respondents are willing and able to donate resources
to a Friends Group (equipment, money, supplies, etc.)
o Nearly one in three (31.1%) respondents would be willing to help set up a new
Friends Group.
- Respondents provided an extensive list of recommendations regarding solutions for
expanding equestrian recreation opportunities in Michigan.
Data
Non-identifiable survey data can be viewed at
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1wjDXatLoO8RX740fY1sECUG4Lv8bzTCw/view
Please contact Anna Lee (Leeanna1@msu.edu) or Jenny Cook (mi.trail.rep@gmail.com) with
any questions or comments. Thank you!
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